Abstract: Nanotwinned metals exhibit superior mechanical properties due to unique dislocation-twin boundary interactions. In the present work, we elucidate the microscopic deformation mechanisms and their correlations with the macroscopic mechanical response of nanotwinned Al containing inclined twin boundaries under nanoindentation by means of molecular dynamics simulations. The effect of twin boundary orientation with respect to the indented surface on the nanoindentation is evaluated. Simulation results reveal that dislocation slip, dislocation-twin boundary interaction, and twin boundary migration operate in parallel in the plastic deformation of nanotwinned Al. The inclination angle of twin boundaries with respect to indented surface has a strong influence on the interaction between individual deformation modes, which in turn leads to the anisotropic indentation behavior of nanotwinned Al.
Introduction
Aluminum is one of the most widely used key materials for aerospace applications due to its low density, high strength, high wear resistance, and good workability. In particular, mechanical properties play a critical role in determining the performance of aluminum-based components and devices. The nanoindentation technique has been widely used to derive intrinsic mechanical properties, such as Young's modulus and hardness, of different types of materials at the micro/nanoscale [1, 2] .
With the development of hierarchically structured materials, interface engineering has been playing an important role in tailoring mechanical properties of materials. For instance, nanotwinned metals containing imbedded twin boundaries (TBs) show extraordinary properties of high electrical conductivity, high strength, and considerable ductility. While strengthening originates from TB blocking dislocation motion, ductility results from TB acting as a dislocation source or from TB migration itself [3] [4] [5] [6] . For aluminum in particular, Bufford et al. reported a high work-hardening capacity and plasticity in twinned Al [7] .
The alignment of TBs plays a central role in determining the mechanical behavior of twinned metals. Wei et al. found that the plasticity of twinned metallic nanowires can be dominated by TB-associated mechanisms by designing the inclination angle of TBs [8] . Stukowski et al. showed that the dislocation-TB intersection in nanotwinned Cu under uniaxial tension can be altered by the TBs' orientation with respect to the loading direction [9] . Brown et al. showed that the plasticity in twinned Cu nanopillars greatly depends on the TBs' orientation with respect to the loading axis [10] . Zhang et al. investigated the effect of the inclination angle on the nanoscratching behavior of nanotwinned copper, and found a critical inclination angle of 26.6 • for the lowest yield strength and the highest friction coefficient [11] . However, there is rather limited work focusing on the effect of the inclination angle of TBs on the mechanical properties of aluminum.
Therefore, in the present work, we perform molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the deformation mechanisms of nanotwinned Al containing inclined TBs under nanoindentation. The microscopic deformation mechanisms of materials are elucidated and are correlated with the macroscopic response of nanoindentation. We further investigate the effect of the inclination angle of TBs with respect to the indented surface on the nanoindentation process. Figure 1 shows the atomic structures of nanotwinned Al specimens containing differently inclined TBs. Five inclination angles are considered, as 0 • , 26 • , 45 • , 64 • , and 90 • , respectively. To construct the TBs with different inclination angles, the twinned specimen containing TBs with an inclination angle of 0 • is first constructed by periodically changing the atomic arrangement of a single crystalline specimen along the (111) direction. Then, the refereed specimen is rotated with a 2D rotation matrix along the (110) direction. Each specimen has a dimension of 35 nm in length, 12 nm in height, and 35 nm in width, respectively. The Al-Al atomic interactions within the aluminum specimen are described using an embedded atom method (EAM) [12] . The intrinsic stacking fault energy of Al predicted by the utilized EAM potential is 146 mJ/m 2 , which agrees well with the experimental values of 120-144 mJ/m 2 [13] .
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To obtain the fundamental deformation mechanisms of twinned Al, MD simulation of nanoindentation on the twinned Al with an inclination angle of 0° is first performed. Figure 2 plots the force-displacement curve obtained, which shows that the nanoindentation can be categorized into two stages, as elastic deformation and plastic deformation, respectively. Specifically, Figure 2 shows that the transition from elastic stage to plastic stage is accompanied with a rapid decrease of indentation force, which is corresponding to the pop-in phenomenon observed in the load-controlled nanoindentation tests. Figure 3a shows that, at a displacement of 0.72 nm, the free surface in contact with the indenter is curved, but there is no internal defect generated, indicating that the material is undergoing pure elastic deformation. Upon further advancement of the indenter, a dynamic Figure 3a shows that, at a displacement of 0.72 nm, the free surface in contact with the indenter is curved, but there is no internal defect generated, indicating that the material is undergoing pure elastic deformation. Upon further advancement of the indenter, a dynamic inspection of deformation behavior shows that the force drop shown in Figure 2 is caused by the emission of dislocations from surface in contact with the indenter. After nucleation, dislocation glides on the (111) slip planes along the (110) slip directions. The avalanche of dislocations releases the strain energy accumulated in the elastic stage, which leads to the force drop. However, the subsequent sliding of dislocations is hindered by the TBs. Figure 3b shows that, at a displacement of 0.88 nm, there is an intersection of lattice dislocations with the horizontal TB. Consequently, the TB is divided into three sections that are connected by twinning partial dislocations, that is, TB migration occurs.
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MD simulations of nanoindentation on twinned Al with differently inclined TBs are also performed to investigate the influence of the inclination angle on the nanoindentation response. Figure 5 plots the force-displacement curves during nanoindentation for different inclination angles. It is seen that for each inclination angle, the variation of indentation force has similar characteristics: It first increases rapidly in the elastic deformation, then drops at the elastic-plastic transition, and then finally increases with fluctuations in the plastic deformation. We note that the force drop phenomenon is not equally pronounced for different inclination angles, due to intrinsically different crystallographic orientations. However, the force-displacement curves for the inclination angle of 0 • show a higher slope than those for the other four angles, indicating a higher Young's modulus of the twinned Al with an inclination angle of 0 • . For the other four inclination angles, although the force-displacement curves in the elastic deformation have approximately the same slopes, the critical displacement and associated critical force for the elastic-plastic transition are different for different inclination angles, as demonstrated in Table 1 . Specifically, the inclination angle of 45 • has the highest critical displacement and critical force, followed by 26 • , 64 • , 0 • , and 90 • . After yielding, the difference in the force-displacement curves for different inclination angles is reduced due to complex deformation behavior. 
MD simulations of nanoindentation on twinned Al with differently inclined TBs are also performed to investigate the influence of the inclination angle on the nanoindentation response. Figure 5 plots the force-displacement curves during nanoindentation for different inclination angles. It is seen that for each inclination angle, the variation of indentation force has similar characteristics: It first increases rapidly in the elastic deformation, then drops at the elastic-plastic transition, and then finally increases with fluctuations in the plastic deformation. We note that the force drop phenomenon is not equally pronounced for different inclination angles, due to intrinsically different crystallographic orientations. However, the force-displacement curves for the inclination angle of 0° show a higher slope than those for the other four angles, indicating a higher Young's modulus of the twinned Al with an inclination angle of 0°. For the other four inclination angles, although the force-displacement curves in the elastic deformation have approximately the same slopes, the critical displacement and associated critical force for the elastic-plastic transition are different for different inclination angles, as demonstrated in Table 1 . Specifically, the inclination angle of 45° has the highest critical displacement and critical force, followed by 26°, 64°, 0°, and 90°. After yielding, the difference in the force-displacement curves for different inclination angles is reduced due to complex deformation behavior. Figure 6 presents the cross-sectional views of twinned Al with different inclination angles after nanoindentation. Figure 7 further presents defect structures of twinned Al with different inclination angles after nanoindentation. As with the inclination angle of 0 • , TBs act as barriers for dislocation motions, which also leads to TB migrations. However, the confinement of dislocation within twin lamellas is different for different inclination angles. For the inclination angle of 90 • , there are lattice dislocations gliding parallel to TBs, in addition to inclined dislocations. However, only inclined dislocations are observed for the other inclination angles. Consequently, TB migration is more pronounced for the inclination angle of 90 • than for the other four inclination angles. For the inclination angles except for 0 • in particular, there are lattice dislocations emitting from the migrated position of TBs, indicating that TB acts as a dislocation source, which means dislocation activity is easier to be triggered. This also indicates the lower strength of twinned Al with an inclination angle different from 90 • . The above results also indicate that the mean work hardening rate in the plastic regime increases with increasing inclination angle of TBs. Figure 6 presents the cross-sectional views of twinned Al with different inclination angles after nanoindentation. Figure 7 further presents defect structures of twinned Al with different inclination angles after nanoindentation. As with the inclination angle of 0°, TBs act as barriers for dislocation motions, which also leads to TB migrations. However, the confinement of dislocation within twin lamellas is different for different inclination angles. For the inclination angle of 90°, there are lattice dislocations gliding parallel to TBs, in addition to inclined dislocations. However, only inclined dislocations are observed for the other inclination angles. Consequently, TB migration is more pronounced for the inclination angle of 90° than for the other four inclination angles. For the inclination angles except for 0° in particular, there are lattice dislocations emitting from the migrated position of TBs, indicating that TB acts as a dislocation source, which means dislocation activity is easier to be triggered. This also indicates the lower strength of twinned Al with an inclination angle different from 90°. The above results also indicate that the mean work hardening rate in the plastic regime increases with increasing inclination angle of TBs. Figure 8 presents the surface morphology of the indented twinned Al after the completion of nanoindentation. It is seen that the surface pile-up around the residual impression is significantly different for different inclination angles. The surface pile-up is most pronounced for the inclination angle of 45°, followed by 26°, 64°, 0°, and 90°. It is indicated that the surface pile-up behavior is closely associated with the strength of the twinned material, which is determined by the alignment of TBs. The propagation direction of surface pile-up is also different for different twinned materials. While there are intersections of TBs with free surface for the inclination angle of 26°, 45°, 64°, and 90°, the propagation of displaced materials is mainly along the intersection direction. However, surface pile-up for the inclination angle of 0° is different. Figure 8 presents the surface morphology of the indented twinned Al after the completion of nanoindentation. It is seen that the surface pile-up around the residual impression is significantly different for different inclination angles. The surface pile-up is most pronounced for the inclination angle of 45°, followed by 26°, 64°, 0°, and 90°. It is indicated that the surface pile-up behavior is closely associated with the strength of the twinned material, which is determined by the alignment of TBs. The propagation direction of surface pile-up is also different for different twinned materials. While there are intersections of TBs with free surface for the inclination angle of 26°, 45°, 64°, and 90°, the propagation of displaced materials is mainly along the intersection direction. However, surface pile-up for the inclination angle of 0° is different. 
Conclusions
In summary, we performed MD simulations to investigate the fundamental deformation mechanisms of nanotwinned Al containing inclined TBs under spherical nanoindentation. It was found that the plastic deformation of nanotwinned Al is dominated by individual deformation modes of dislocation slip, dislocation-TB interaction, and TB migration, the interaction between which is strongly dependent on the inclination angle of TBs with respect to the indented surface. The mean work hardening rate in the plastic regime increases with increasing inclination angle of TBs. Specifically, for an inclination angle of 45°, the critical force and displacement for the elastic-plastic transition are the highest, and the surface pile-up morphology is the most pronounced. 
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